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of authority.
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your goal that through Cisco 500-445 Exam Content exam
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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the project manager for the GHB Organization.
Management has asked that you review your recent SPI to
determine why there was a schedule variance. They'd also like
you to explain what approach you'll do to counteract the SPI
going forward in the project. You complete the variance
analysis and report to management that you'll be fast tracking
a portion of your project work. What will be the management's

concern with, when it comes to fast tracking the project?
A. Added costs for the additional project labor
B. Continued variances in the SPI
C. Slippage in the project quality
D. Added risk
Answer: D
Explanation:
When the project manager elects to use fast tracking the
project manager is allowing phases of the project to overlap.
When phases overlap there is added risk to the project. Fast
tracking is a technique for compressing project schedule. In
fast tracking, phases are overlapped that would
normally be done in sequence. It is shortening the project
schedule without reducing the project
scope.
Answer option C is incorrect. Management's greatest concern is
about the added risks of fast
tracking and not about the SPI.
Answer option A is incorrect. Costs are added when the project
manager elects to crash a project.
Answer option D is incorrect. Quality may suffer, but the most
prominent concern is the added
risks to the project work.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Chief Executive Officer (CEO) has approached a project team
member to request a project change.
Which of the following would be the BEST step for the project
manager to take to prevent scope creep?
A. Deny the CEO's request.
B. Implement the project change.
C. Ask the CEO to follow the communications plan.
D. Submit the request to the CCB.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which transactions are included when transactions of specified
customers are selected in the Create Balance Forward Billing
Program?
A. transactions that have a Bill Type of Imported
B. transactions that have the Print Option set to Do Not Print
C. transactions that were included in a previous Balance
Forward Bill
D. transactions that have the selected payment terms
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A balance forward bill contains:

Beginning balance or the balance carried over from the last
billing period.
Itemized list of current charges and activities (such as
invoices, credit memos, debit memos,
adjustments) in either summary or detail format.
Payment received during the last billing period.
Current total outstanding balance.
References: https://fusionhelp.oracle.com/helpPortal/topic/
TopicId_P_89DF383CE7D7DA82E040D30A6881506B
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